THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC STAFF RESEARCH OUTPUTS FOR YEAR 2003

Refereed Journal Articles


Non-Refereed Journal Articles


Books Authored


Books, Journals and Proceedings Edited


Chapters in Books


**Conference Presentations - Oral**


**Refereed Conference Papers**


**Non-Refereed Conference Papers**


Workshop Presentations


Published Workshop Articles


Seminars and Other Presentations

Assessing Language Proficiency, Institute of Public Administration and Management, Civil Service College, Singapore, 3-5 November 2003.

Magazine Article


Newspaper Articles


Newsletter Article


Professional and Technical Reports


**Working Papers**


Scholarly Comments


Creative Works


Teaero, T.F., 2003. Selected poems from Teweiariki Teaero’s on Eitei’s Wings were taped and played to accompany a travelling exhibition entitled Pasifika: Island Journeys, the Museum of Anthropology, University of British Columbia, Canada, 2002-2003.


**Training Manuals**


**Other Outputs – Video and Textbooks**


**NOTES:**

The references in bold represent those research outputs for which further information is required for the reference details to be complete.

The faculty structure did not exist at USP during 2001-2005. Staff were classified into Schools during this period.